### FREESTYLE

**FREERIDE/BUMP AND JUMP/ONSHORE WAVE/BUMP AND JUMP**

**Available sizes (Tuttle and Power Box):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>42</th>
<th>44</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>48</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>52</th>
<th>54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **FREERIDE POWER (CNC G-10):** The easy all-round freeride fin, emphasizing low-end power, stability and control. Thick and reasonably stiff, it gives a very solid and secure traction, with plenty of stability for an easy, locked-in and fast ride. The swept tip promotes easy jibing and carving capabilities.
- **FREEWAVE (CNC G-10):** The perfect combination of speed, control, upwind ability and maneuverability. This fin is a key element of one of our most successful models - the Kode FreeWave - several times winner of multiple magazine tests worldwide.
- **VENOM (CNC G-10):** The extremely balanced Freerace fin, offering top speed and control. The combination of a straight leading edge, larger than a normal rake in combination with a very thin and flexible tip makes this fin unique in feel and performance. Designed for maximum control when fully maxed-out.
- **RUSH (CNC G-10):** A center fin that finds a great compromise between freeride and wave riding. Delivering extra power with early planing, great top end speed and acceleration. This fin stands out on the freewave segment with a very thin and flexible tip making this fin unique in feel and performance.
- **STONE SURF (CNC G-10):** A side fin offering added drive with a blend of depth, area and foil profile. It brings more power, lift and speed with plenty of grip to perform on the wave.
- **NATURAL WAVE (CNC G-10):** A broad base fin which creates maximum of drive for relatively little fin depth which in turns allows quicker rail to rail transitions. Compliments well the compact, shorter and wider generation wave boards.
- **TWIN SURF (CNC G-10):** A wide base fin which creates maximum of drive for relatively little fin depth which in turns allows quicker rail to rail transitions. Compliments well the compact, shorter and wider generation wave boards.

---

**RACING**

**READY TO FREESTYLE (CNC G-10):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21 (Power Box)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- The ultimate freestyle fin for quick accelerations, high top end speed and plenty of power for tricks.
- Generates a lot of power per cm, helping you improve both progressive and radical freestyle tricks.

**R2R - SLALOM 8 (CARBON):**

- **Available sizes:**
  - 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 (Tuttle Box)
  - 44 46 (Deep Tuttle Box)

**R2R - SLALOM DW (CARBON):**

- **Available sizes:**
  - 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 (Tuttle, Power Box)
  - 44 46 (Deep Tuttle Box)

---

**R2R: Ready to Race.**